Whether you are a commercial landscaper, professional arborist, or a hardworking homeowner who simply demands the best, the OREGON® 40V MAX* Chain Saw is designed with all the battery muscle you need to get the job done. It runs cleaner, quieter and is free from the hassles of gasoline or cords. Pull the trigger and you have an instant start and long run time. Just charge the OREGON® PowerNow™ Battery Pack and you are ALWAYS READY™ to go with lithium ion no-fade power. Created by the world’s leading manufacturer of saw chain, OREGON® offers exclusive innovations, such as the PowerSharp® precision saw chain sharpening system built into the chain saw. Now with brushless motor technology, the CS300 offers the run time you need and the power you demand.

- **40V MAX* Lithium Ion Performance**
  - Brushless motor • 40% more power than CS250 • High power for fast cutting with a 16” (40 cm) bar • Long runtime
  - Constant, no-fade power • Premium cell technology • Holds charge in storage for months
- **Instant Start**
  - No pull cords • No warm up • No gas-oil mixing • No emissions
- **PowerSharp® System**
  - Sharpens on the saw, on the job, in seconds®
  - From dull to sharp in as little as three seconds • Tool-less tensioning
- **Low Noise**
  - Four times quieter than a gas saw in use
  - Silent between cuts
- **Ergonomic Design**
  - Light-weight and balanced • Low vibration

---

**Product Specifications**

- **Bar length**..........16 in. (40 cm)
- **Chain/Pitch/Gauge** PowerSharp®
  - 3/8 in. Low Profile™
  - .050 in. gauge
- **Oil system** Automatic oiler with
  - 5.1 oz (150 ml) tank capacity
- **No-load chain speed**.....2796 FPM
- **Weight**.................12 lbs. (5.4 kg) with
  - 2.4 Ah and 4.0 Ah Battery Packs

---

* Fully charged battery voltage measured without a workload is 40 volts. Nominal voltage is 36 or 37 depending on battery used.
PowerSharp® Sharpening System

With the built-in PowerSharp® Sharpening System, there’s no more downtime due to dull chain. Simply pull and activate the PowerSharp® lever for 3 – 5 seconds and the chain works like new. PowerSharp® allows you to sharpen on the saw, on the job, in seconds.

- **Fast** – From dull to sharp in as little as three seconds
- **Convenient** – Built-in sharpener means no extra tools are necessary
- **Tough** – Durable, hard-working 3/8-in. pitch, Low Profile™ chain
- **Precise** – Perfect angles and knife-sharp edges